
 
 

In the group 

Molecular Cell Biology and Microbiology, University of Wuppertal, Prof. Dr. Martin Simon 

 

a PhD student position is available in the project 

 

Endogenous and environmental factors controlling epigenetic regulation of 

gene expression in nucleus and mitochondria  
 
We offer a three year position (50% TV-L 13 ) searching for a highly motivated student with outstanding 

knowledge in cell biology, genetics and epigenetics. Handling of NGS data and experience in basic 

bioinformatics is welcome but not required.   

The methodological focus of the project is represented by transcriptomics at different levels, 

immunoprecipitation procedures, ChIP-seq, Immunolicalization, cell fractionation and biochemical 

analysis/characterization of RNA species and cleavage sites in combination with NGS-library 

preparation. 

 

We offer a position in an encouraged and familial team with training in state-of-the art methods in 

molecular biology including a broad variety of NGS-applications for small- and long-RNA, chromatin 

and diverse genomic techniques in addition to bioinformatics training.  

 

Please send applications including a detailed curriculum vitae, a synopsis of your master thesis, 

and an addresses for reference per e-mail to masimon@uni-wuppertal.de 

 

Deadline is April, 15, 2021. 

 

Project description: 

We aim to understand mechanisms in which environmental factors such as stress and toxins, induce 

responses in different cell types. As model systems we use most frequently the ciliate Paramecium. As 

this study is part of a newly formed research network at BUW, analyses will also cover C.elegans and 

human cell cultures.  

In one aspect, we aim to understand the short time alteration of gene expression and the 

manifestation of altered gene expression patterns by epigenetic mechanisms. Second, we want to 

analyze the role of small RNAs in these processes. These include miRNAs in the human system, but also 

piRNA and siRNA in nematodes in ciliates. Next to these classical regulatory RNAs, the study will also 

attribute fragments of longer RNAs such as cleavage products of snoRNA, snRNA and especially several 

classes of tRNA fragments. Ago-IPs will be used to evaluate the regulatory potential of these small 

RNAs.   

The second focus aims to the control of mitochondria. Being key components of the stress response, 

we aim to quantitatively and qualitatively classify mitochondrial transcripts and their dynamics due to 

environmental conditions and mitochondria targeting drugs. We analyze OPR proteins 

(octotricopetides-repeat) which are putative RNA-processing proteins of mitochondrial transcripts, 

encoded by eukaryotes. By localization, knockdowns and IPs, we are going to characterize their role in 

the control of mitochondrial transcripts, the control of mitochondria and their dynamics during 

environmental alterations and stress.  


